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Tools and Materials Needed 

Most Common Mistakes 

Construction 

1. Install all base cabinets. 

2. Use templates included with sink fixtures to mark location of sink cut out. The kitchen sink should be 

centered on the cabinet and the kitchen window. If both are not possible it may be that the base cabinet 

needs to be moved. Use a sharpie to mark the top of the countertop and then use blue tape over the 

marks. The blue tape will keep the top of the countertop from cracking and splintering. Use a jigsaw 

with a new blade to cut out the holes for the sink. Use a hole saw kit to cut out the holes for the faucets.  

3. Drill holes 5/32" diameter along the top rail of the base cabinets diagonally (so that the drill bit goes 

from the center of the top down and out the back side of the board about 1" from the top. One screw in 

the center of the cabinets. Pre drill holes in corner triangle braces to secure the ends of the countertop.  

4. When countertop is ready for installation, place counter in place and adjust to minimize the space 

between the counters and the wall.  Some rework of the wall or countertop back may be required.   

5. When top is properly fitted, fasten by using 1 5/8" torque screws into the predrilled holes in the front rail 

of the cabinet.  Start screw from back side of cabinet diagonally upward into the thick outer edge of the 

counter top.  Note - a helper should assist be holding down the countertop.  Otherwise the screw will just 

lift the countertop up. Use longer screws to attach the countertop to the corner braces.  

6. Do not over tighten as that will cause the screw to strip out. 

7. Any gaps along the back of the countertops will need to be caulked to seal them from debris and water 

getting behind the countertop. Some walls will have a great deal of variation which can cause gaps up to 

¼ inch. Anything bigger will need more custom fabrication and you will need to find the site supervisor 

to work through. For any gaps ¼ inch or smaller simply use the same caulk we use for the other interior 

trim. Use the caulking interior guide for a comprehensive caulking guide but there are a few different 

nuances to caulking the back of the countertops.  

a. Use blue tape to line the backsplash of the countertops so that you will have a nice straight line.  

b. Fill larger gaps with wood shims so that the shim is just below the top of the backsplash.  

c. Cut a small hole in your caulk tube.  

d. Using your wet rag, dampen the backsplash and the wall where it will meet. 

e. Make a nice, thin, even line with your caulk gun and make sure to do the entire thing in one pass. 

If needed repeat the process in areas where caulk missed on first pass.  

f. Wet your finger and use it to smooth out the excess caulk letting it build up on the blue tape.  

g. Immediately pull the blue tape and you are done.  
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Safety 
 

 
71 Confined 

Spaced – 
Crawl 
Space 

Floor nails extend through 
subfloor 

Take care to find a way to put your head 
and arms into the cabinet sufficiently to 
drive the screws while minimizing the back 
strain inherent in such contortions 

 

I have heard and understood the briefings on how to use the tools required for this activity. I have heard 

and understood the methods we use to do this activity 

Date ___________________________ 

_________________ Instructor  Name    _________________________ Signature 

_________________________ Name    _________________________ Signature 

 

 

 


